This paper proposes a generalized and structured method for use for rank determination in rankorder statistics. The sampled populations may be measurements on as low as the ordinal scale and need not be continuous or numeric.
Introduction
Rank order statistics are the basic for most non-parametric methods providing the required data as functions of the original observations for use in statistical analyses. Rank order statistics for a random sample are any set of constants which indicate the order of the observations in terms of their magnitudes or relative relationships. The actual magnitude or size of any observations is used only in the determination of its relative position in comparison with other observations in the sample data set and thereafter ignored and not used in subsequent analyses based on rank order statistics. In other words any statistical procedures based on rank-order statistics depend only on the relative magnitudes or positions of the observations in comparison with other observations in the sample.
Rank order statistics may alternatively be defined as the set of numbers which results when each original observation is replaced by the value of some any set of order-preserving function. Although theoretically any set of order preserving function may be used in the assignment of ranks to sample observations, in practice, for simplicity, only the set of the first positive integers, that is a permutation of the first set of integers is preferably used for this purpose. In assigning this set of ordered numbers or positive integers as ranks to sample observations, the traditional and usual approach has often been to first arrange the sample observations either from the smallest to the largest or largest to the smallest and then assign them the positive integers as ranks accordingly, that is either in increasing or decreasing order. This approach is however rather ad-hoc, heuristic and not systematized. Never-the-less an expression exists for the determination of the ranks that may be assigned to a set of sample observations (Gibbons, 1973,P.92 ).
This formulae unfortunately can only be used mostly with populations that are continuous and numeric measurements. In continuous populations no any two observations are exactly equal to each other and the probability that any two observations from such populations are exactly equal is theoretically zero. In such a situation the set of ranks obtained and assigned to sample observations using the currently existing formulae are always distinct positive integers. However in reality a set of observations do not always have different values. Some of the observations may have equal magnitudes or values and hence treated as tied observations. Strictly speaking the existing expression can not be used in breaking ties and determining the ranks of tied observations. Several methods however exist for breaking ties between sample observations in their ranking. If the ties are few, the problem of tied observations may be resolved by dropping these tied observations and reducing sample sizes appropriately in subsequent analyses. The problem of ties if they are not too many may also be resolved by assigning tied observations their mean ranks (Freund,1992; Gibbons,1973; Hollander and Wolfe,1999 ,Oyeka et al,2009 ,Seigel,1956 ).Thus, if there are only few ties and they could be dropped and ignored in subsequent analysis, then the currently existing expression for the determination of ranks for sample observations if they are numeric is still applicable. If however the ties are not few and there is a need to break tied observations by assigning them their mean ranks, then the existing formulation may not be readily used for this purpose. Furthermore, if the sampled populations are non-numeric measurements on as low as the ordinal scale, such as letter grades or scores, then the currently existing expression is of no use in assigning ranks to the observations. In this paper we propose to develop a more generalized formulation or method that would enable a researcher to systematically assign ranks to observations measured on as low as the ordinal scale whether or not the sampled populations are numeric or non-numeric. The proposed method obviates the need to require the sampled populations to be continuous or even numeric. They may be measurements on as low as the ordinal scale, and need not be continuous but may be some discrete populations.
II. The Proposed Method
Now suppose i
x is the ith observation or score in a random sample of size "n" drawn from population X for i=1,2,…,n. Population X may be measurements on as low as the ordinal scale and need not be continuous or numeric. To develop a more generalized method for use in determining and assigning ranks to sample observations measured on as low as the ordinal scale, we may let, Then the rank order statistic () jj r x r  that is the rank assigned to the jth observation or score in the ranking of the "n" sample observations from the largest or highest to the smallest or least may be determined from the equation. Note that unlike the approach with the traditional or usual ad-hoc method for determining the ranks for sample observations, the approach used in Equations 1 and 2 do not require the researcher to first arrange the observations from the lowest to the highest or highest to the lowest before assigning them ranks. The observations are rather ranked as presented without any problems. Research interest may also be in resolving the problem of ties between sample observations by assigning mean ranks to observations tied in values. Now suppose j x assigned the rank () jj r x r  using Equation 2 is tied in value with some t-1 other observations or scores in the sample ,then the mean or average rank of "t tied observations with rank "j" here designated notationally as av.r ( , ) j rtmay be determined from the Equation ( 1) ( , ) 3 2 , 2, 3, ..., In other words in general note that the n sample observations may not all be distinct. They may consist of some k groups of different observations with each group containing observations that have equal values or tied observations. Thus in this situation the rank j r of the jth observation would then in effect be the rank It is noteworthy that unlike the traditional or usual approach to the breaking of ties between tied observations by assigning them their mean ranks, no particular and deliberate effort is made here in assigning mean ranks using the proposed method. Equation 4 has been intrinsically and structurally formulated to achieve this need with respect to tied observations or scores. Now note that since the ranks or mean ranks ( ; ) 1, 2,.., hh avr r t forh h  the ranks assigned to the "n" sample observations are each generally a member of the set of the first "n" positive integers, their weighted sum must be the sum of there "n" positive integers namely ( 1) 2 nn and their mean r must also be 1 2 n  ,the average or mean value of these "n" positive integers. In other words specifically the weighted sum of average ranks ( ; ) hh avr r t for all sample observations where the weights are the values of " h t "the number of tied observations associated with their hth group of tied observations in the sample is equal to the total sum of the ranks namely ( 1) 2 nn assigned to the "n" sample observations. Expressed notationally we have that the sum of the ranks "r" assigned to "n" sample observations namely 
The corresponding mean of the ranks is 
III. Illustrative Example
We here illustrate the proposed method with measurements on the ordinal scale namely letter grades. The letter grades by a random sample of 12 medical students who took an introductory course in medical statistics in a certain University are C,B,F,A,B,E,D,C,B,D,B,C. We use these letter grades to illustrate the proposed method and the assignment of ranks to non-numeric measurements on the ordinal scale as well as the resolution of ties between observations by assigning tied observations their mean ranks. To determine the ranks to be assigned to letter grades earned by students we may first apply Equations 1 to the above data to obtain the 1s and 0s namely, values of h r which for simplicity are here presented in tabular form (Table 1) The total column ranks of Table 1   jj r x r  read column wise are the ranks of the letter grades, ranked from the highest grade A assigned the rank 12 to the lowest grade F assigned the rank 1;while the total row ranks   ii r x r  read row-wise are the ranks of the same letter grades if ranked from the highest grade A assigned the rank 1 to the lowest grade F assigned the rank 12.Now using the results of Table 1 in Equations 2 and 3 or 4 we obtain the assigned ranks and the mean or average ranks of the letter grades. The results are presented in Table 2 . Note as shown above that if the grades and in general sample observations are rather ranked from the least or lowest grade F to the highest or best grade A then the row totals   i rx of Table 1 may be used to determine the ranks and the mean or average ranks of these grades in their ranking. No matter how the ranks and mean or average ranks are obtained we would always have using the results of Table 2 in equation 5 as shown in the last column of Table 2 12(12 1) ( 1) ( ; ) 3(6) 4(9.5) 1(1) 1912) 1 (2) the mean of the ranks, that is the mean of the set of the first "n" positive integers used in the ranking of the n=12 observations. Finally note also from Table 2 that the values of the ranks obtained for the observations using the present more generalized procedure yields the same values of ranks that would have been obtained using the traditional approach to the determine of ranks of sample observations. However the method presented in Gibbons (1973; p.92 ) cannot be used to obtain the same results because as already pointed out above the method is appropriate for use only with continuous populations that are numeric measurements. The present approach is thus more generalized better structured formulated and often simpler and quicker to use in practical applications than the traditional method and the currently existing expressions for rank determinations in rank-order statistics.
IV. Summary And Conclusion
We have in this paper proposed, developed and presented a method for the determination and assignment of ranks to sample data. The method is intrinsically and structurally formulated in such a way as would enable one break ties and assign tied observations their mean ranks without the need to resort to the often lengthy traditional approach. The method is of much more generalized applicability in that unlike some other existing methods it can be used with any set of data measured on at least the ordinal scale whether or not the populations of interest are continuous and whether or not they are numeric. The proposed method is illustrated with some sample data and shown to be generally more useful in a variety of situations than some other existing methods.
